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Abstract 6 

The construction season is limited in northern countries due to the severe cold weather conditions and their detrimental 7 

impacts on concrete quality. Thus, there are excessive expenses required annually for insulation and energy-intensive 8 

heating systems for cold-weather concreting. This experimental study aimed to investigate the potential of using high-9 

strength one-part alkali-activated blast furnace slag (AAS) in cold weather without the need for supplementary heating 10 

systems. Therefore, the impacts of different subzero curing temperatures on the hardened properties of one-part AAS 11 

mortar in comparison with cement mortar were assessed. After casting, mortars were immediately cured at a temperature 12 

of 23, -5, -10, and -20 °C, up to 56d. The results showed that the lower the curing temperature, the lower the UPV and 13 

compressive strength of cement and one-part AAS mortar; however when the curing period was fixed, one-part AAS 14 

mortar registered higher UPV and compressive strength than cement mortar at all curing temperatures. Owing to 15 

additional room temperature curing, the hardened properties of AAS mortar were significantly improved. The findings 16 

were further supported by microstructural and thermogravimetric analyses. 17 

Keywords: Alkali-activated material; cold weather concreting; antifreeze admixture; compressive strength.  18 

1. Introduction 19 

Cold weather in certain areas (i.e., Scandinavia, Canada, Russia, China, etc.) drastically shortens the construction 20 

season due to the detrimental impacts of subzero temperatures on concrete quality. The American concrete institute (ACI) 21 

defines “cold weather” in ACI 306R-10 [1] as “a period at which the average daily outdoor temperature drops below 22 

+4 °C for three or more successive days and is not greater than +10 °C for more than 12h of any 24h period.” According 23 

to ACI recommendations, the lowest temperature that can maintain cement hydration is around +5 °C. Korhonen [2] 24 

showed that a curing temperature between 10 – 20 °C and relative humidity (RH) of above 80% are the best curing 25 

conditions for the quality of ordinary Portland cement (OPC)-based concrete. Moreover, Korhonen [2] indicated that the 26 

lower the curing temperature, the slower the cement hydration and strength development. 27 

Furthermore, cement hydration and strength development can be completely suspended at extremely low 28 

temperatures (< 0 °C) due to water freezing in  fresh concrete. Karagol et al. [3] observed that placing OPC-based concrete 29 



  

 

at -5 °C can result in the freezing of around 92% of the water in fresh concrete, leading to incomplete hydration of cement 30 

and a deceleration in strength development. In addition, the volume expansion (≈ 9%) of frozen water generates additional 31 

internal hydraulic pressure on the pore wall, resulting in crack propagation, thereby around 50% reduction in the final 32 

strength of the concrete can be measured [3,4]. Moreover, 40 – 60% reduction in the frost resistance and a 70% decrease 33 

in the bond strength between the reinforcement and the concrete has also been recorded if the fresh concrete freezes before 34 

gaining the compressive strength of 5 MPa as recommended by ACI 306R-10 [5]. Therefore, costly precautions and 35 

modifications, such as using ultra-fine cement, rapid setting cement, low water/cement ratio, heated water and/or 36 

aggregates, antifreeze-admixtures, thermal insulation of frameworks, and tenting and heating the casting area, are 37 

currently adopted in the cold weather countries to avoid the freezing of the fresh concrete, to accelerate early strength 38 

development, and to extend the construction season; however, these procedures have not changed for decades and 39 

significantly increase construction costs and sometimes risks [6]. 40 

The concrete industry is currently seeking ways to decrease its emissions (≈ 5 – 8% of global CO2 emissions). Alkali-41 

activated materials (AAMs) are being studied widely as more eco-efficient and cost-effective alternatives to OPC. 42 

Promisingly, when AAMs are well-designed in terms of the type and the dose of the precursors and activators used, higher 43 

strength [7], better stability under freezing/thawing cycles [8], higher resistance against chemical attacks [9,10], and 44 

higher heat resistance [11,12] can be achieved compared to OPC-based binders; however, the highly corrosive and viscous 45 

mixing solutions (usually a mix of sodium silicate/hydroxide solutions) limit the practical usage of these materials. 46 

Therefore, one-part (or “just add water”) AAMs have recently gained increasing attention [13]. For one-part AAMs, the 47 

dry ingredients (precursor(s), solid activator, aggregates) are mixed together, and then water is added (similar to the 48 

mixing procedures of an OPC-based mix composition). Luukkonen et al. [14] demonstrated that one-part sodium 49 

metasilicate-activated ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) mortars cured at 23 °C and that 60% RH could gain 50 

around 55 MPa during the first curing day, and the 28d-old mortars showed an excellent freeze/thaw resistance after 120 51 

cycles; however, the rapid setting time of one-part AAS materials limits practical usage [13]. Low-temperature curing is 52 

known to retard the hardening reactions of AAMs [15,16], and thus one-part alkali-activated GGBFS is an promising 53 

option for subzero concreting.  54 

Recently, several researchers have investigated the impacts of low temperature curing conditions on the fresh and 55 

hardened properties of two-part AAMs. Yang et al. [17] reported the first successful cast-on-site of alkali (a mix of sodium 56 

silicate/hydroxide solutions)-activated GGBFS concrete (AASC) for structural application in China, where the ambient 57 

temperature dropped below +5 °C, sometimes even during the casting season. It is worth mentioning that no thermal 58 

insulation or supplementary heating system was used during the casting season. They found that the 28d compressive 59 



  

 

strength of AASC was negligibly affected due to the drop in the ambient temperature during the casting time. Similarly, 60 

Gu et al. [15] indicated that 90d compressive strengths of water-glass activated GGBFS pastes and mortars were slightly 61 

decreased with decreased curing temperatures from 20 °C to 7°C, while the 3d compressive strengths were significantly 62 

decreased at 7 °C compared to 20 °C. Moreover, they reported that the 90d-old AAS pastes were able to develop a highly 63 

compact microstructure when cured at a low ambient temperature (7 °C) and were comparable to that of 28d-old pastes 64 

cured at 20 °C, indicating a slower rate of the alkali activation of GGBFS at low curing temperatures. Similar observations 65 

have been also reported by Ye et al. [18], where water-glass activated slag(30%)/tailing(70%) mortars were cured at 1 °C. 66 

These observations are also in line with the well-reported influences of the curing temperature on the typical solidification 67 

of AAMs [16,19–22]. Nevertheless, limited studies have been carried out to assess the impacts of subzero curing 68 

temperatures (< 0 °C) on the alkali activation and strength development of AAMs. Wang et al. [16] assessed water-glass 69 

activated GGBFS pastes under 25, 0, -10, and -25 °C. According to their results, the 28d compressive strengths of the 70 

pastes drastically decreased with decreasing curing temperatures, where around 120 MPa, 52 MPa, 19 MPa, and 2 MPa 71 

were measured at 25, 0, -10, and -25 °C, respectively. They attributed the reductions in the measured compressive 72 

strengths to the limited depolymerization of GGBFS particles and the diminished rate of the polycondensation reaction 73 

at zero and subzero curing temperatures. 74 

However, no publications were found on the usage of one-part alkali-activated systems in cold weather concreting. 75 

Therefore, this study aimed to assess the impacts of subzero curing temperatures on the reaction progress and the 76 

development of the hardened state properties of one-part alkali-activated GGBFS mortar in comparison with OPC mortar, 77 

to provide environmental-friendly cementitious material for winter concreting. The mortars were assessed in terms of 78 

their ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV), compressive strength, and porosity. In addition, hydration and microstructure 79 

analyses were carried out using thermogravimetric/differential thermogravimetry analyses (TGA/DTG) and scanning 80 

electron microscopy (SEM-EDS), respectively. The influences of additional room curing on the hardened properties of 81 

the mortars were also investigated using the abovementioned methods. 82 

2. Experimental plan 83 

2.1 Materials 84 

Commercially available GGBFS and high early strength Portland Cement (CEM I 52.5 R-SR5, complied with 85 

standard SFS-EN 197-1:2011) (supplied by Finnsementti, Finland) were used. Blaine fineness of GGBFS and cement 86 

was around 380 and 400 m2/kg, respectively. The chemical compositions of GGBFS and CEM I 52.5 R-SR5 are given in 87 

Table 1. Anhydrous sodium metasilicate (SiO2/Na2O = 0.9, Alfa Aesar) was used as the solid activator. Sodium 88 



  

 

metasilicate granules (≈ 1 mm) were milled using a Retsch mortar grinder RM 200 for 10 min before use to ensure the 89 

complete dissolution of sodium metasilicate [23]. CEN standard sand [24] with a particle size distribution that varied 90 

from 0.08 to 2.00 mm and a maximum moisture content of 0.2% was used as the aggregates. Lab-controlled deionized 91 

water (22 ± 1°C) was used in the preparation of the paste and mortar specimens. 92 

Table 1 93 

Chemical composition of GGBFS and CEM I 52.5 R-SR5. 94 

Material 
Oxides (%, w/w) 

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 Na2O K2O MgO TiO2 SO3 

GGBFS 38.5 32.3 9.6 1.2 0.5 0.5 10.2 2.2 4.0 

CEM I 52.5 R-SR5 69.0 24.0 2.1 0.3 - - 0.7 - 2.3 

 95 

2.2 Mixing proportions and curing conditions 96 

To investigate the strength development of cement and one-part alkali-activated GGBFS mortars at subzero curing 97 

temperatures (i.e., - 5, - 10, and - 20 °C), two mix compositions were developed, as shown in Table 2. The one-part AAS 98 

mix composition was selected based on previous literature [14]. Regarding the one-part AAS mix composition (S), the 99 

binder consisted of GGBFS and sodium metasilicate at 90 and 10 wt.%, respectively. The cement-based mix binder (C) 100 

was comprised of 100% of CEM I 52.5 R-SR5. To develop the one-part AAS and the cement-based mortars, sand/binder 101 

and water/binder ratios of 2 and 0.35 (by weight), respectively, were kept constant throughout the study for both mix 102 

compositions. Generally, raw materials are being heated during winter construction and mixed in a sheltered plant with 103 

indoor temperature in a range of 20 — 25 °C to enhance the reactivity of OPC concrete in cold weather conditions [25]. 104 

In this study, all raw materials were stored normally at lab condition (23 °C) and no pre-heating was adopted for any of 105 

them before mixing, to decrease the energy demand of winter construction activities. 106 

Table 2 107 

Mix composition of prepared one-part AAS and cement mortars (by weight). 108 

Mixture code 
𝐆𝐆𝐁𝐅𝐒

𝐁[𝐚]
 

𝐂𝐄𝐌 𝐈 𝟓𝟐. 𝟓 𝐑 − 𝐒𝐑𝟓

𝐁
 

𝐒𝐒[𝐛]

𝐁
 

𝐒𝐚𝐧𝐝

𝐁
 

𝐖𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐫

𝐁
 

S 0.9 0 0.1 
2 0.35 

C 0 1 0 
B[a]: Binder, SS[b]: Sodium metasilicate. 109 

During the batching process, dry ingredients (GGBFS, solid sodium metasilicate, and aggregates) in one-part AAS 110 

mortars and (CEM I 52.5 R-SR5 and aggregates) in cement-based mortars were mixed for 3 min. Afterwards, deionized 111 

water was added to the mixed dry ingredients while mixing, and mixing was continued for an additional 3 min. The fresh 112 

mortars were then cast into 40 × 40 × 160 mm3 molds. The samples in the molds were compacted using a jolting table 113 

(120 shocks, 1 shock/s) and were sealed in plastic bags to avoid moisture loss to the surrounding. The sealing practice is 114 



  

 

recommended in cold weather concreting [25]. However, the sealed compacted fresh mortars were then cured at room 115 

temperature (23 °C) or placed immediately in the pre-set freezers at (- 5, - 10, and - 20 °C) until the testing day (1, 3, 7, 116 

28, and 56d) with no exposure to the external environment during the curing intervals. Moreover, a group of 28d-old 117 

mortars cured at subzero temperatures from each mix composition was kept sealed and cured for an additional 28d at 118 

room temperature to assess the continuity of alkali activation and hydration reactions, strength retrieval potential, and 119 

microstructural healing tendency of the mortars. Similar mix composition (but without sand), mixing procedures, and 120 

curing conditions were followed in the preparation of one-part AAS pastes. However, it is worth mentioning that the 121 

impacts of the most common commercially available antifreeze admixtures on one-part AAS mortars were assessed at 122 

room temperature and - 5 °C (see the supplementary material). A total of 222 samples were cast. 123 

One-part AAS mortars were denoted by SR, S-5, S-10, and S-20 for room-temperature, - 5, - 10, and - 20 °C curing 124 

temperatures, respectively. The AAS mortars cured for 28d at -5, -10, or -20 °C and an additional 28d at room temperature 125 

were referred to as S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R, respectively. Similarly, cement mortars were indicated by CR, C-5, C-10, 126 

and C-20 for room-temperature, - 5, - 10, and - 20 °C curing temperatures, respectively. Whereas, C-5R, C-10R, and C-127 

20R represent the cement mortars cured at -5, -10, or -20 °C, respectively, for 28d and an extra 28d at room temperature.  128 

2.3 Test procedures 129 

2.3.1 Ultrasonic pulse velocity 130 

To assess the quality of the mortar microstructure and its development over time at different curing temperatures (in 131 

terms of compactness and density), ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) was measured. The UPV test was carried out 132 

according to ASTM C597 recommendations [26]. UPV is the velocity of an ultrasonic wave crossing the mortar between 133 

two transducers (see Figure 1). UPV was measured by two 55 kHz transducers with an accuracy of ± 2% for distance and 134 

± 1% for travel time connected to a non-destructive ultrasonic pulse velocity tester (model no.: C369N, Italy, with a 135 

measuring range of 0 - 3000 µs and an accuracy of ± 0.1 µs). To tightly fit the transducers to the sample surface, Vaseline 136 

was used. UPV is negatively affected by the presence of air voids and cracks. Therefore, a higher UPV is a sign of a 137 

denser microstructure with lower air voids and cracks [27,28]. The UPV was calculated by (Eq.1). Worth mentioning that 138 

the subzero temperature cured mortars were stored sealed for 24h at room temperature before measuring the UPV to 139 

ensure that the microstructures are free of ice crystals [3]. 140 

𝐕 =
𝐋

𝐓
 (Eq.1) 



  

 

where V is the ultrasonic pulse velocity (m/s), L is the distance between two transducers (m), and T is the transmission 141 

time (s). 142 

 143 

Figure 1. UPV measurement across mortar sample length. 144 

2.3.2 Compressive strength 145 

The strength development of the mix compositions under the different abovementioned curing temperatures and 146 

periods was monitored in terms of compressive strength of 40 mm cubes, sawed out from the prismatic samples, and 147 

tested on a calibrated Zwick/Roell (Z100) compressive test machine with a load cell of 100 kN or the Zwick/Roell (Z400) 148 

testing machine when >100 kN force was needed. Static loading capacity was applied at a constant displacement rate of 149 

1.8 mm/min. It is worth stating that the subzero temperature cured mortars were kept sealed for 24h at room temperature 150 

before the testing day to eliminate the probability of frozen mortars [3,4]. A minimum of six cubes of each mix 151 

composition were tested at each curing temperature and interval, and the average values were reported. 152 

2.3.3 Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy 153 

A scanning electron microscope equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometer (SEM-EDS) was used to study the 154 

impacts of the subzero curing temperatures and the additional room temperature curing on the microstructures of the one-155 

part AAS mortars and to provide a semi-quantitative chemical composition. A Zeiss microscope was used to capture the 156 

micrographs and to collect the chemical compositions. The analysis was conducted using a backscatter electron detector 157 

at an accelerated voltage of 15 kV and a working distance of 8 mm. Regarding EDS analysis, measured weight ratios 158 

were given by averaging 25-point analyses. Thereafter, Na/Ca and Ca/Si weight ratios were plotted against the distance 159 

away from the aggregate surface. The used samples were extracted from the untested hardened mortars and immersed in 160 

isopropanol to stop the hydration by solvent exchange. After 24h, the saturated samples were removed from isopropanol 161 

and dried at room temperature before they were then kept in the desiccator until the analysis date [29]. The samples were 162 

carbon-coated prior to SEM/EDS examination. 163 

Sample length (L) 

 



  

 

2.3.4 Nitrogen sorption test 164 

The porosity of the developed one-part AAS mortars and the impacts of the subzero curing temperatures and the 165 

additional room temperature curing were estimated by the nitrogen sorption test. A sample size of 4 - 5 mm (diameter) 166 

was used for the assessment [30]. Three samples of each curing temperature were assessed, and averages were reported 167 

and plotted. The samples were extracted from the untested hardened mortars and hydration was stopped as described 168 

previously in Section 2.3.3. The test was carried out using the Micrometrics ASAP 2020 at a constant temperature of 169 

77.350 K. Detailed sample preparation and testing procedures can be found in [31]. 170 

2.3.5 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the differential thermogravimetry (DTG) analysis 171 

The effects of the subzero curing temperatures and the additional room temperature curing on the reaction product 172 

content of one-part alkali-activated GGBFS pastes were investigated by the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the 173 

differential thermogravimetry (DTG) analysis. The TGA/DTG analysis was performed using Precisa Gravimetrics AG. 174 

One-part AAS pastes were crushed, powdered, and heated from room temperature to 1000 °C at 10 °C/min in a nitrogen 175 

atmosphere. 176 

3. Results and discussion 177 

3.1 Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) and compressive strength assessments 178 

Curing the cement and one-part AAS mortars at the subzero temperatures reduced the UPV and compressive strength 179 

compared to those cured at room temperature (Figures 2 and 3). Because UPV can assess the compactness and the quality 180 

of the cementitious materials, it can also be used to investigate the impacts of the subzero curing temperatures on the 181 

mortar microstructure. It is worth mentioning that the mortars cured at subzero temperatures were kept sealed for 24h at 182 

room temperature to eliminate the probability of frozen mortars prior to tests [3,4]. 183 

According to the results, the UPV and compressive strength of cement and AAS mortars decreased with a decreased 184 

curing temperature; however, when curing age was fixed, one-part AAS mortars recorded higher UPV and compressive 185 

strengths, exhibiting faster reactivity and denser and more intact microstructures, than cement mortars at all curing 186 

temperatures. Similarly, Zhang et al. [32] reported a faster hydration rate in AAMs at subzero temperatures (i.e. -5 and -187 

20 °C) compared to Portland cement (PC) binder. In addition, a decrease in the UPV and compressive strength of the 188 

cement mortars was observed up to 56d of the curing period at the subzero curing temperatures compared to their 1d 189 

measurements (see Figures 2a and 3a). On the other hand, S-5 showed an increase in the UPV and compressive strength 190 

over time, indicating a continuation of alkali activation, even at -5 °C curing temperature. The latter could be attributed 191 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/thermogravimetric-analysis


  

 

to the depressed freezing point of the alkali-activated mortar due to the higher ions concentration in pore solution, 192 

compared to that of cement mortars, thereby maintaining the pore solution in the liquid phase required for hydration 193 

[32,33]. For instance, Zhang et al. [32] showed that the OH¯ and Na+ concentrations of pore solution in AAMs were 3 194 

times and 20 times, respectively, higher than those of PC binder, which significantly lower the freezing point of AAMs. 195 

The decreased freezing point of the solution with increasing ions concentration was also proved previously in [34,35]. 196 

Promisingly, AAS mortar cured at -5 °C was able to gain a higher 56d compressive strength (68 MPa) than that measured 197 

in the cement mortar cured at 23 °C (59.7 MPa). 198 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Effects of the subzero curing temperatures and the additional room temperature curing on the UPV: (a) 199 

cement mortar; (b) one-part AAS mortar. 200 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Impacts of the subzero curing temperatures and the additional room temperature curing on the compressive 201 

strength: (a) cement mortar; (b) one-part AAS mortar. 202 



  

 

Regarding the results, the maximum UPV reduction of around 52% (2086 m/s) was detected in the 56d-old cement 203 

mortars compared to CR (4335 m/s), regardless of the subzero curing temperature. Whereas, only 5% (4155 m/s), 15% 204 

(3700 m/s), and 22% (3397 m/s) reductions in the UPV were measured in the 56d-old S-5, S-10, and S-20, respectively, 205 

compared to 56d-old SR (4372 m/s). Similarly, the measured losses (%) in the compressive strength due to the 56d curing 206 

period at -5 °C and -10 °C were higher in the cement mortars than the values obtained for the AAS mortars (Table 4). 207 

Whereas comparable compressive strength reductions (%) were reported in the cement and AAS mortars cured at -20 °C. 208 

In line with UPV results and regardless of the subzero curing temperature, the compressive strength loss (%) was almost 209 

constant in all tested cement mortars. Barna et al. [36] reported that freezing temperature of mixing water and pore solution 210 

in cement-based concrete depressed due to the impurities and dissolved ions in the mixing water. Therefore, Zhang et al. 211 

[32] recently reported that the freezing point of PC paste is around -3.1 °C as measured by low temperature-differential 212 

scanning calorimetry. Thus, the cement samples were frozen at all subzero curing temperatures of this study, thereby no 213 

significant differences were noticed in their UPV and compressive strength measurements. 214 

Table 3  215 

Compressive strength losses (%) of the 56d-old mortars cured at subzero temperatures, compared to those cured at room 216 

temperature. 217 

Curing temperature (°C) Cement mortars AAS mortars 

-5 83.1 33.3 

-10 83.2 74.5 

-20 83.8 85.6 

The aforementioned reductions in the UPV measurements and compressive strength results of cement and AAS 218 

mortars demonstrated the detrimental influences of the subzero curing temperatures on the reaction progress, and thus the 219 

compactness of the mortars microstructures was adversely affected (see Figure 4). The latter could be attributed to the 220 

freezing of the mixing water (either partially or totally), inhibiting hydration and alkali activation progress in the mortars, 221 

resulting in a lower reaction products content and a loose microstructure. Moreover, Wang et al. [16] demonstrated that 222 

extremely low curing temperatures (< 0 °C) slow down or even cease the depolymerization process of GGBFS particles, 223 

therefore suppressing the polycondensation process of alkali-activated GGBFS pastes. Thus, subzero curing temperatures 224 

could entirely stop alkali activation or significantly diminish the formation of strength-source gels (discussed later in 225 

Section 3.3). In addition, the increased volume of the frozen water (≈ 9%) increased the hydraulic pressure on the pore 226 

wall in the mortars, causing microcracks propagation and loosening the microstructures [3,37]. Therefore, the UPV and 227 

compressive strength reductions could also be attributed to the internal microstructural damage and microcracks 228 

propagation in the mortars caused by the destructive volume expansion of the frozen water [38–40].  229 



  

 

Promisingly, both cement and AAS mortars showed an increase in the UPV and compressive strength measurements 230 

after being cured for an additional 28d at room temperature; however, the measured enhancements were significantly 231 

higher in the AAS mortars than in the cement mortars. The latter could be attributed to the extensive microstructure 232 

damage that occurred in the cement mortars during the curing period at subzero temperatures compared to the AAS 233 

mortars, which was confirmed by the lower measured UPV and compressive strength in the cement mortars than in the 234 

AAS mortars as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Therefore, C-5R, C-10R, and C-20R recovered only 50% (2160 m/s), 52% 235 

(2250m/s), and 53% (2324 m/s) of that UPV measured in 56d-old CR, respectively. Whereas S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R 236 

retrieved around 98% (4300 m/s), 94% (4100 m/s), and 93% (4066 m/s) of that UPV measured in 56d-old SR, 237 

respectively. Table 3 lists the impacts of the subzero curing temperatures and the additional room temperature curing on 238 

mortar classification based on the categories proposed by Leslie and Cheesman [41]. Regarding the classification list, the 239 

cement mortars cured at the subzero temperatures were classified as “Very poor” and “Poor,” even after the additional 240 

room temperature curing. On the other hand, the 28d-old S-5 and S-10 were classified as “Good”. Moreover, the additional 241 

room temperature curing upgraded the classification of S-20 to “Good”. 242 

Table 4.  243 

Quality classification of the cement and one-part AAS mortars based on the UPV measurements.  244 

Curing 

temperature 

Cement mortars AAS mortars 

28d 

28d (subzero temperature) 

+ 

28d (room temperature) 

28d 

28d (subzero temperature) 

+ 

28d (room temperature) 

23 °C Good NA.* Good NA. 

-5 °C Very poor Very poor Good Good 

-10 °C Very poor Poor Good Good 

-20 °C Very poor Poor Questionable Good 

NA.: Not applicable. 245 

In line with UPV results, the compressive strengths of the AAS mortars after the additional 28d room temperature 246 

curing were significantly higher than cement mortars. Therefore, compressive strengths of 91, 65, and 63 MPa were 247 

reported for S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R, respectively, while C-5R, C-10R, C-20R registered only 23, 31, 35 MPa, 248 

respectively. Promisingly, the measured compressive strengths of S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R were higher than those of 56d-249 

old CR. 250 

The reported enhancements in the UPV and compressive strength in the cement and AAS mortars after the additional 251 

room temperature curing could be attributed to the melting of the frozen pore solution, if any, and continuing the hydration 252 

of un-hydrated cement grains and the alkali-activation of the unreacted GGBFS particles, and thus densifying the 253 

microstructure (see Figure 4) with the newly formed reaction products (as discussed in Section 3.3). 254 



  

 

Interestingly, the UPV and compressive strength of C-10R and C-20R were higher than those measured in C-5R. The 255 

latter could be explained by the lower damaging impacts of the rapid cooling rates of -10 °C and -20 °C on the cement 256 

mortar microstructure compared to the slow cooling rate of -5 °C. Korhonen [2] showed that cement-based concrete 257 

subjected to rapid cooling rates is less disrupted than those cured at slower cooling rates. They attributed this to the ability 258 

of the specimen moisture to migrate to the cold front—where ice crystals are expected to form—at slow cooling rates, 259 

which increases the internal stress and microcracks propagation throughout the microstructure. Whereas, rapid cooling 260 

rates limit the moisture movement due to the rapid freezing of the mixing water at its place in the pore-structure, resulting 261 

in less microstructural damage and microcracks propagation. In contrast, one-part AAS mortars showed an inverse trend 262 

which is owing to the limited frost damage observed in S-5 when compared to S-10 and S-20 (see Figure 4 in Section 263 

3.2). Thus, the impacts of the additional room curing on the extent of the microstructure healing were more obvious in S-264 

5R, resulting in a denser microstructure with a lower microcracks propagation, than S-10R and S-20R, and thereby higher 265 

UPV and compressive strength were reported in S-5R. 266 

Regarding the results, one-part AAS material is a promising alternative for cold weather concreting in northern 267 

countries. However, long-term performance and durability properties of AAS material cured at subzero temperatures are 268 

still needed before recommending it to the market as an efficient and sustainable alternative for cold weather concreting. 269 

3.2 Microstructure 270 

According to the micrographs (Figure 4), microcracks propagation was observed with decreasing curing 271 

temperatures. Moreover, the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) was severely disrupted by decreasing the curing temperature. 272 

The damaged ITZ could be attributed to the higher liquid/binder ratio and larger pore size at the ITZ region in AAS 273 

mortars compared to their bulk binder due to the disruption of precursor packing [42–45]. Therefore, the water layer 274 

around the aggregates is more prone to freezing than water in the bulk binder, causing higher microcracks propagation in 275 

the ITZ region due to the detrimental volume expansion of the frozen water. Furthermore, Fagerlund [46] reported that 276 

the freezing point of the pore water in the porous materials decreased with a decreasing pore radius due to the increase in 277 

pore water pressure. The relationship between the pore radius and pore water pressure was also demonstrated by Norton 278 

et al. [47]. Similarly, Bridgman [48], Everett [49], Everett and Haynes [50], Blachere and Young [51], and Dong et al. 279 

[52] indicated that water in large capillaries freezes faster and more easily compared to water trapped in smaller pores. 280 

Regarding the micrographs, the microstructure of S-5 was less disrupted in terms of microcracks propagation 281 

compared to S-10 and S-20. The limited frost damage in S-5 could be explained by the slower cooling rate of the -5 °C 282 

curing temperature than that of -10 and -20 °C. Therefore, S-5 had more time to develop a relatively denser microstructure 283 



  

 

that is capable of resisting the volume expansion of frozen water, if any, than S-10 and S-20. Moreover, due to pore drying 284 

in sealed S-5 mortars owing to self-desiccation due to ongoing local alkali-activation process, proved by strength 285 

development of S-5 (as shown in Figure 3), pore water was consumed and therefore, only a limited amount of pore water 286 

was prone to freezing [53]. Furthermore, Persson [54] revealed that self-desiccation can enhance the frost resistance of 287 

high-performance cement-based concrete (w/c < 0.38). On the other hand, the faster cooling rates at -10 and -20 °C froze 288 

the mixing water more rapidly, resulting in higher microstructural damages and thereby loose matrices, as observed for 289 

S-10 and S-20. The frost damage was severer for S-20 compared to S-10. 290 

Promisingly, a microstructure healing tendency was observed for S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R due to the additional room 291 

temperature curing because the increased curing temperature (i.e., from subzero temperatures to room temperature) 292 

resulted in resuming the GGBFS dissolution and polycondensation process. Thus, the originally frozen water-filled spaces 293 

and microcracks progressively filled with the reaction products. Therefore, the newly formed alkali-activated gels in S-294 

5R filled the pores and microcracks, which were detected previously in S-5, resulting in a fully healed microstructure that 295 

is comparable to the SR microstructure. Worth noting that microcracks observed in SR microstructure are mainly 296 

attributed to the rapid self-desiccation [15,55]. However, the additional room temperature curing could only heal the S-297 

10 and S-20 microstructures partially because the newly developed gels were not enough to fully fill their large pores and 298 

wide microcracks, as observed for S-10R and S-20R. 299 

 

SR (28d) 



  

 

  

S-5 (28d) S-5R 

  

S-10 (28d) S-10R 

  

S-20 (28d) S-20R 

Figure 4. Micrographs of the hardened one-part AAS mortar (500× magnification). Smooth gray areas (aggregates), 300 

light gray areas (unreacted GGBFS particles), and textured grey area (gel matrix). 301 

An EDS analysis was also carried out to gain further insight into the differences in the chemical compositions of the 302 

originally formed alkali-activated gels in the bulk binder and those newly developed around the aggregates (specifically 303 

in the ITZ region) after the additional room temperature curing. According to the EDS results (see Figure 5), higher Na/Ca 304 

and lower Ca/Si weight ratios were detected in the alkali-activated gels formed near the aggregates (up to 35 µm) 305 

compared to those formed in the main binding region of the AAS mortars. San Nicolas and Provis [44] showed that ITZ 306 



  

 

thickness is approximately 30 – 40 µm in AAS mortars synthesized with a medium aggregate size (0.6 – 3 mm), which 307 

is slightly higher than the aggregate size used in this study; however, the higher Na/Ca and lower Ca/Si weight ratios of 308 

the alkali-activated gels in the ITZ region could further prove the aforementioned features of the ITZ in AAS mortars. 309 

Therefore, the higher Na/Ca and lower Ca/Si weight ratios of the alkali-activated gels formed in the ITZ region could be 310 

attributed to the depletion of GGBFS particles (i.e., lower Ca content) in this region and to more contributions to the gel 311 

composition from the activating solution (high Na and Si concentrations). Rather than C-(A)-S-H, the alkali-activated gel 312 

formed in the ITZ region could be sodium calcium aluminosilicate hydrates (N-C-A-S-H), either as a single-phase or 313 

intermixed C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H products that may contribute to densifying the ITZ region and to enhancing the mortar 314 

strength [44,56]. The latter is in line with the UPV and compressive strength results. 315 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Weight ratios obtained from the EDS analysis as a function of location within the one-part AAS mortars: (a) 316 

Na/Ca; (b) Ca/Si. 317 

3.3 TGA/DTG  318 

The effects of curing temperature on the gel content in one-part AAS pastes can be observed in the TGA and DTG 319 

curves (Figure 6). A decreasing trend in the mass loss and endothermic peak intensities was observed with a decrease in 320 

the curing temperature. 321 

Regarding the DTG curve in Figure 6b, two major endothermic peaks at approximately 150 °C and 400 °C were 322 

observed in the SR pastes, while only the shoulder at 150 °C was observed in S-5, S-10, and S-20. The large peak at 323 

150 °C is contributed to the dehydration of (C,N)-A-S-H, while the second peak could be assigned to hydrotalcite 324 

(Mg6Al2CO3(OH)16.4(H2O)) [57]. Generally, calcium-bearing C-(A)-S-H co-existing with N-A-S-H is predominant in 325 

AAS materials [58]. Hydrotalcite has also been previously detected in X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of one-part AAS 326 

pastes cured at 23 °C [14].  327 



  

 

The observed drop in the (C,N)-A-S-H peak and the absence of the hydrotalcite peak for S-5, S-10, and S-20 could 328 

be imputed to the adverse impacts of the subzero curing temperatures on the depolymerization of GGBFS particles and 329 

the polycondensation process, as has been reported in [16]. The inductive coupled emission spectrometer (ICP) analysis 330 

carried out by wang et al. [16] also revealed that the released amount of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions from the GGBFS samples 331 

was quite low at 0, -10, and -25 °C compared to those at 25 °C due to the low extent of the depolymerization of GGBFS 332 

particles. Furthermore, the measured reduction in the alkali-activated gel content in S-5, S-10, and S-20 could also be 333 

attributed to the decrease in ion mobility due to water freezing and the limited amount of released ions from the precursor 334 

[16,59]. Therefore, the rate of species condensation was diminished at the subzero curing temperatures due to the 335 

reduction in ion mobility [60,61], and a decrease in the gel content was also observed. 336 

Promisingly, a significant increase in the gel content (higher mass loss and peak intensities) was detected for S-5R, 337 

S-10R, and S-20R after the additional 28d room temperature curing. Therefore, negligible differences were observed in 338 

the mass loss and peak intensities between SR (56d), S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R. Hydrotalcite peaks were also observed in 339 

S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R. These observations indicate that one-part AAS materials cured at subzero temperatures could 340 

continue their alkali activation when converted to room temperature curing conditions, forming comparable amounts of 341 

(C,N)-A-S-H and hydrotalcite gels as those cured originally at room temperature. The latter confirms the observed 342 

enhancements in UPV, compressive strength, microstructure, and pore structure (as is shown in Section 3.4) due to the 343 

additional room temperature curing. 344 

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA); (b) differential thermogravimetry analysis (DTG) of one-part AAS 345 

paste. 346 
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3.4 Pore structure of AAS mortars 347 

The total porosity in the one-part AAS mortars increased significantly due to the subzero curing temperatures 348 

compared to those cured at room temperature (Figure 7). Despite the limited detection range (≤ 100 nm pore radius) of 349 

the nitrogen sorption analysis method, it is still able to provide a valuable semiqualitative comparison of the pore size 350 

distribution. Generally, pores with a diameter of less than 50 nm are categorized as gel pores in the AAMs and indicate 351 

the presence of alkali-activated gel products (i.e., alkali activation degree of the binder) [62]. Therefore, a nitrogen 352 

sorption analysis could be also used to assess the impacts of the subzero curing temperatures and the additional room 353 

temperature curing on the gel content and the degree of alkali activation in the one-part AAS mortars.  354 

Regarding the results, the lower the curing temperature, the lower the total volume of gel pores with sizes of less than 355 

50 nm. Specifically, the volume of micropores (< 2 nm) and mesopores (< 50 nm) obviously decreased, while that of 356 

macropores (> 50 nm) increased with a decrease in the curing temperature. The latter is due to the reduction in the degree 357 

of alkali activation, and thus a lower gel content was observed in the AAS mortars cured at subzero curing temperatures, 358 

compared to the mortar cured at room temperature. These observations can further confirm the TGA/DTG results (Section 359 

3.3). However, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) pore classification based on the pore 360 

diameter was adopted [63]. 361 

Moreover, after the additional room temperature curing, the total pore volume clearly decreased, and the pore size 362 

distribution became finer due to the continuation of alkali activation. Thus, the additional curing at room temperature 363 

could induce the densification of AAS mortars, which is related to the refinement of the pore structure due to the high 364 

pore-filling capacity of the newly formed (C,N)-A-S-H gels [64]. The densification of AAS mortar microstructure due to 365 

the additional room curing was also observed in SEM micrographs of S-5R, S-10R, and S-20R (see Figure 4), where 366 

improved microstructure compactness and decreased microcracks propagation were captured. 367 
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Figure 7. Pore volume distribution of the one-part AAS mortars cured at the subzero curing temperatures and the 368 

influences of the additional room temperature curing. 369 

4. Conclusions 370 

This paper presents the effects of subzero curing temperatures on the hardened properties of one-part alkali-activated 371 

blast-furnace slag mortar with comparison to cement mortar. Extending the construction season in cold weather countries, 372 

decreasing the need for costly and energy-intensive concrete heating systems, and utilizing the industrial side-streams in 373 

cold weather concreting are the main motivations behind this study. 374 

One-part AAS mortar shows promising hardened properties compared to cement mortar at subzero curing 375 

temperatures. However, the results show a decrease in the UPV and compressive strength measurements of cement and 376 

AAS mortars with decreased curing temperature, while the reductions in AAS mortar are much lower than cement mortar. 377 

The reactivity and strength development of one-part AAS mortar are significantly faster than cement mortar at subzero 378 

curing temperatures. Therefore, AAS mortar can develop a relatively mature and strong enough microstructure that is 379 



  

 

more capable of withstanding the detrimental expansion-inducing pressure of ice crystals compared to cement mortar. 380 

Thus, it is possible to achieve a compressive strength of 68 MPa at 56d for one-part AAS mortar cured at -5 °C, whereas 381 

cement mortar can only gain 9.7 MPa. 382 

The lower the curing temperature of AAS mortar, the looser the microstructure and the lower the gel content. The 383 

decreased volume of gel pores in AAS mortar with a decreased curing temperature as measured by nitrogen sorption test 384 

can further confirm the diminished reactivity at subzero curing temperatures.  385 

The negative effects of subzero curing temperatures on the hardened properties of one-part AAS mortar can be 386 

efficiently compensated after turning into room temperature curing; however, cement mortar shows limited improvement 387 

due to its extensive microstructure damage during the curing period at subzero temperatures.  388 

It is feasible to use one-part AAS material during reasonably low-temperature seasons without the need for energy-389 

intensive heating systems; however, the long-term performance and durability of one-part AAS materials cured at subzero 390 

temperatures should be investigated. 391 
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